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Improving Quality of Cardiac Care: A Global Mandate

Mejorar la calidad de la asistencia cardiaca: un imperativo mundial
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Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the leading cause of death in the world. It is estimated to have claimed the lives of 17.3 million people in 2008 and, if left unchecked, this figure is expected to increase to more than 23.6 million deaths by 2030. 1 The greatest increases in mortality from heart disease and stroke are expected to occur in low- and middle-income countries, which often have not implemented programs designed to curb this international epidemic.

A number of therapies substantially reduce morbidity and mortality in patients with or at risk for CVD and stroke.2,3 Many of these evidence-based, guideline-directed therapies are readily available worldwide.4,5 However, studies in an array of settings have demonstrated that numerous patients still fail to receive effective, safe, high-value CVD and stroke treatments in a timely fashion.6,7 There are also substantial hospital and outpatient practice, regional, national, and global variations in the use of evidence-based care along with disparities in care, particularly among certain patient populations.8-10 One of the high-impact strategies to respond to the global epidemic of CVD and stroke is to ensure more consistent implementation of evidence-based care.

During the past 15 years, the American Heart Association/ American Stroke Association (AHA/ASA) has developed a group of evidence-based quality improvement (QI) programs (eg, coronary artery disease/acute coronary syndromes, atrial fibrillation, heart failure, stroke, cardiac resuscitation), which can effectively reduce the morbidity and mortality associated with CVD. These QI programs are now being used in more than 2000 United States hospitals with the result that nearly 80% of patients are able to readily receive evidence-based, guideline-directed care for CVD. The result has been a dramatic reduction of 29.4% in 30-day mortality for myocardial infarction, 16.4% for heart failure, and 4.7% for stroke.9 If the countries of the world are to achieve similar results, QI programs and systems of care should be replicated by their health care delivery systems.

The article published in Revista Española de Cardiología by López-Sendón et al10 is a thoughtful consensus document focusing on the definition of quality standards and markers to properly assess overall performance. The Spanish Society of Cardiology (SEC), in collaboration with the Spanish Society of Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery (SECTCV), contend that these measures should be prepared by cardiac societies. Accordingly, they prepared their document to help define quality markers and metrics that can help evaluate the overall results of the clinical practice and outcomes in cardiology. The AHA is now collaborating with several international QI programs to improve outcomes for patients with CVD and has put forward the following discussion about improving quality of cardiac care to provide further information about the design and implementation of evidence based QI programs which have been successful in the United States.

THE VALUE OF A FOCUS ON QUALITY OF CARE: QUALITY IMPROVEMENT PROCESSES AND PREDICTABLY AND MEASURABLY BETTER OUTCOMES

The Institute of Medicine defines quality of care as: “The degree to which health services for individuals and populations increase the likelihood of desired health outcomes and are consistent with current professional knowledge”.11 However, quality to a physician is very personal, ie, am I doing the right thing for my patients and are they better off for it? The Institute of Medicine definition is further elaborated by descriptions of care being timely, effective, safe, equitable, patient-centered, and cost effective.

To enhance quality, clinical practice guidelines have been developed, not only in the United States but also in Europe, Canada, and other countries, to “guide” clinicians, using current evidence, to choose treatments for specific syndromes that are based on the risks and benefits studied in the literature. The use of guidelines should help with daily clinical decisions for treatment and decrease the heterogeneity of care. This promotes “best practices”, allowing systems as well as payers and peers to define “quality”. Guidelines, however, although essential, are insufficient to determine if quality care is being delivered. How can improvement
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occurs, if measurement of baseline is unknown? How can healthcare organizations compare themselves among each other or peers and evaluate others against themselves?

In 1999, the AHA convened a group of professionals as the First Scientific Forum on Assessment of Quality of Care and Outcomes Research in CVD and stroke. The areas of focus included myocardial infarction, stroke, heart failure, and methodology. The group clearly stated that quality measurement was no longer optional, but essential.12

The ultimate goal of any QI program is to reach the desired health outcomes of better health for a group or system. Measurement of quality is therefore an imperative. However, performance measures need to be distinguished from performance measurement and management. Performance measures are synthesized from clinical guidelines and can therefore be very disease specific and are meant to measure systems of care by operationalizing recommendations found in Guidelines. Performance measurement, on the other hand, is a process which includes the operations necessary to collect the data that are basic to using the performance measures. Obviously, one cannot exist without the other. However, choosing the right measures and deciding what outcomes should follow should precede the collection of such data. Hence performance management sets the goals of QI and uses the plan-do-study-act cycle to assess, improve, and reassess progress. Far too often data are collected without a goal being specified.13

The next 15 years of performance measurement brought a multitude of measures whose purpose was to improve care. The importance of measurement has not waned. However, its complexity has grown as organizations have looked to the public health agencies for confirmation or development of measures for a large group of conditions, very prominently, cardiac measures. In the complex world of organizations, health systems, and practices, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality convened a group of stakeholders to develop a taxonomy of healthcare systems that would allow comparisons across delivery to decide what is best for patients. One of the domains identified by this work, 15 years after the AHA forum, was “Care processes and infrastructure”, which included performance measurement, public reporting, and QI.14 The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality report provides some context for this suggested element as:

1. The extent to which the organization conducts regular measurement of performance with public reporting, feedback, and a systematic process of improvement.
2. Number of clinical performance measures assessed at least yearly.
3. Proportion of those measures with results reported to the public and those providing measured care.
4. Proportion of those measures with active action plans for improvement.

Given these recommendations and the growing complexity of patient care added to extensive choices for treatment, true quality of care demands measurements, ie, proving that what we think we are doing, we are actually doing.

The Institute of Medicine report also heralded the age of transparency. Today's world economy also demands transparency with more scrutiny on public health and health systems practices, thereby demanding reporting of measurements and quality efforts. Government agencies use performance measures to add or remove resources if the data collected does not verify quality of care. Organizations use measures to monitor and compare practices and evaluate the need for additional resources to achieve their goals of care. Finally, clinicians use disease specific measures to self-regulate, compare and improve their delivery of care.

The plethora of measures in the last 15 years has not gone unnoticed by the Institute of Medicine. In their most recent report, “Vital signs: core metrics for health and health care progress”, the group underscores the multitude of measures that have added complexity and confusion due to lack of focus, consistency, and organization.15 The report points out that similar measures have been developed by various groups with minor differences that impede comparisons within or among systems and providers. These limitations hinder the improvement of health systems. The report further advises that all stakeholders must notice which measures matter the most to focus on the health care of Americans. The report proposes a set of 15 measures covering the 4 domains of healthy people, care quality, lower cost, and engaged people. Such a set of measures could be conducive to a more focused health progress using the highest priority areas, ie, the 4 domains. The 15 measures are highlighted in the Figure. Pertinent to this commentary is number 10 or evidenced based care including: cardiovascular risk reduction, hypertension control, diabetes control composite, heart attack therapy protocol, stroke therapy protocol, and unnecessary care composite. The report describes this measure as “ensuring that patients receive care supported by scientific evidence for appropriateness and effectiveness is a central challenge for the health care system. Currently, an estimated one-third of United States health care expenditures do not contribute to improving health. Aggregating carefully selected and standardized clinical measures can provide a reliable composite index of system performance.”

The mandates are clear: QI efforts can be effective when deployed with thoughtful measurement of performance by setting goals of outcomes as a priority and selection of measures that are poised to effectively measure true performance and allow comparisons among groups. At the same time, these measures should facilitate reporting to agencies that are responsible for payment and allocation of resources, eg, public health groups, insurers, and funding agencies. Selection of meaningful and targeted measures for QI should be a priority for providers, payers, and government agencies to promote the cardiovascular health of all its citizens.
HOW DIFFERENCES IN WHAT WORKS MAY BE DUE TO DIFFERENCES IN SYSTEM DESIGN AND LEGISLATION/REGULATION/VOLUNTARY CERTIFICATION

One challenge to global healthcare QI efforts is the need to use culturally and system specific tools that account for differences in data collection and the legal and regulatory environment unique to each country.16,17 The questions of whether participation in a specific QI program is mandatory or voluntary, and with or without achievement of special certification or recognition, are critical to the design of a successful program.18,19 Reportable metrics for accreditation vary widely between nations, potentially making the number of metrics within a specific QI tool either excessive or insufficient. In addition, variations in the degree that interdisciplinary care vs physician care drives the cultural adjustment needed in QI efforts and tools required.20,21 These sophisticated influences are reflected in the INCARDO (Indicadores de Calidad en Unidades Asistenciales del Área del Corazón) approach in Spain.

CHOOSEING, MEASURING, AND MONITORING THE RIGHT METRICS: THE AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION GUIDELINES AND GET WITH THE GUIDELINES EXPERIENCE

The ACC/AHA (American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association) have developed clinical practice guidelines outlining diagnostic and therapeutic interventions for patients with and at risk for CVD. The evidence in favor of implementing certain recommendations is particularly strong, and provision of this care is thought to be critical in achieving optimal patient outcomes. Adherence to these suggested interventions may therefore serve as a marker of quality of care provided and form a foundation for QI. Performance measures have thus been developed to provide a mechanism through which the quality of medical care can be measured and improved. The ACC/AHA and other organizations developed processes and criteria to identify performance measures with validity, reliability, and feasibility.22 These performance measures are based on clinical practice guidelines, but are intended to be confined to those structural aspects or processes of care for which the evidence is so strong that the failure to perform them reduces the likelihood of optimal patient outcomes.23 To achieve the goal of serving as a vehicle for more rapidly translating the strongest clinical evidence into clinical practice, priority is placed on performance measures that have the strongest association to clinical outcomes and involve care with the largest gaps, variations, and disparities in routine practice.

In conjunction with performance measures, a number of cardiovascular QI systems have been developed and deployed. The AHA launched the Get With The Guidelines program in 2000 to improve the quality of care and clinical outcomes of patients with CVD and stroke in the United States.24 Modules include coronary artery disease/acute coronary syndromes, heart failure, stroke, atrial fibrillation, cardiac resuscitation, along with outpatient primary and secondary prevention.25 The Get With The Guidelines program provides clinical decision support tools, real-time benchmarked performance feedback, conferences focused on QI, other educational materials, and opportunities for national recognition.26,27 The program also provides AHA field staff to assist clinicians, hospitals, and outpatient practices in deploying sophisticated QI strategies. By facilitating real access to benchmarked performance data, clinicians can compare their performance based on a large selection of performance measures, quality metrics, and patient subgroups. Participation in Get With The Guidelines has been demonstrated to be associated with rapid and sustained improvement in multiple care processes linked to improved clinical outcomes.23–25 This program resulted in improvements in acute cardiovascular and stroke care and prevention guideline specific to the targeted performance measures, with improvements in care quality being sustained for more than a decade.21 Other programs have demonstrated significant improvements in care quality.26,27 For example, the GRACE registry28 demonstrated improvement in acute coronary syndrome care and outcomes among participating hospitals in Europe. Collectively, the findings with these programs suggest that the quality of care provided to patients with and at risk for CVD and stroke and clinical outcomes can be substantially enhanced by using data collection, performance feedback, clinical decision support tools, collaborative care models, and by concentrating on those processes of care that have been proved to improve outcomes.

QUALITY OF CARE ACROSS THE CONTINUUM–PRIMARY CARE/SPECIALTY CARE/DIAGNOSTICS/HOSPITAL CARE/POST-ACUTE AND POST-HOSPITAL CARE

The hospital and specialty focused approach of INCARDIO mirrors that of current efforts in most countries including the United States.23 The global challenge for QI efforts going forward is to improve cardiovascular care across the continuum of care by all providers of care, not just specialists.24,26 Some procedural interventions are limited to specialists, but other diagnostic and therapeutic care may be provided by others including primary care and nonphysician providers such as nurses. In addition, there are marked global and regional variations in settings for care delivery.20 Depending on the system, a specific intervention may occur in the hospital, clinic, emergency department, or a post-acute setting.30 National QI efforts must evolve to address this reality, and it is important to note that INCARDO is providing leadership by beginning to incorporate this spectrum with its inclusion of cardiac rehabilitation measures.10

CONCLUSIONS

As the global healthcare community engages in the transition from the Millennium Development Goals to Sustainable Development Goals, it is critical that we establish metrics for assessing the quality of clinical care. Given the burden of CVD worldwide, it is appropriate that leading national cardiac societies identify QI indicators and put in place procedures for tracking progress toward desired objectives. Thus, the collaborative work of the SEC, SECTCV, and ESC is an especially welcome contribution. As we illustrate in this commentary, lessons learned from the experience in the United States may be helpful for formulating programs in other countries. The Leadership Council of the Sustainable Development Solutions Network envisions that national monitoring plans and thematic monitoring plans (that span national boundaries) are part of a rich integrated network that informs regional and global monitoring plans. The path is now clear—if we wish to impact the future of CVD around the world, we must take action now—starting with national imperatives. ¡Felicitaciones a nuestros colegas españoles!
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